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The survival of any group work agency operating in
a democratic society depends* to a large degree* upon the
devices it employs to solve its community conflicts*
Social group workers and their agencies feel that their
contribution to solving inter-group conflicts is found in
the provision of a realistic experience in diverse groups*
Practice with multi-racial groups is predicated up on the
belief that a more friendly attitude is developed toward
members of other racial groups when all racial groups re¬
presented enjoy equal participation and equal status.
There is no scientific proof of progress* but the fact
that members may or may not continue to come is a source
of despair or strength.
The program pattern of Chicago Commons Association was
one of many devices that was used for intercultural educa¬
tion in multi-racial groupings. Mr. Brueckner* the direc¬
tor has said:
The program pattern Involves formed groups for
pre-adolescent children. Adolescents meet mainly in
friendship groups* and only a few interest groups for
adolescents exist at this point. Adult work is done
in each type of group situation. Social action effort
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contributing to the attack of basic causes of
minority problems is a constant and strong one.l
On tbe strength of Mr. Brueckner*s statement of this policy
there were basically two types of groups being served by
the agency. The two types of groups were agency formed
groups of pre-adolescents and self initiated groups con¬
sisting of adolescents.
There was a reason for this division of groups. At the
Chicago Commons Association, agency initiated pre-adoles¬
cent groups consist of formed membership. Each child
placed in a group then learns that he has been placed in a
social group by the agency for some purpose. The purpose
which the agency had in mind was usually the establishing
of good relationships with each other. Escalona Sibylle
feels that:
The group serves as valuable training gro\md for
learning to get along with others. Jimmy learns that
in order to be accepted ho must make many small sacri¬
fices. A great deal of hostility shown by groups of
children is simply a means by which the individual
child escapes personal responsible aggression. He can
feel that it was the group, and not ho alone, who be-
I
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haved hostllely, and he can shift the guilt to their
shoulders.1
Parents in some instances may reject the policy of placing
their children in mixed (multi-racial) groups. At the
Chicago Commons Association apparently there was little
objection from parents to having their children in the pre-
adolescent stage participate in mixed groups because the
children continued to come. There are times when the
child*s home training may overwelgh the agency*s inter¬
group program. In such cases other devices are necessary.
An honest discussion from a sensitive understanding worker
will help the member work out his negative feelings of
racial conflicts.
The second type of group was the self Initiated friend¬
ship adolescent group which was usually composed of members
of the same racial, cultural and ethnic origin. As far as
their developmental stage was concerned they were
approaching adulthood. This particular age grot^ was not
Interested in agency policy which atteii5>ts to determine
their membership. Adolescents are seeking independence tvam.
the family, and are selective of their own membership.
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"The adolescent is a marginal person In the sense that he
Is In an area where the world of childhood and adulthood
overlap* He Is on the periphery of both groups.”!
However the friendship group provided an opportunity
for members to express open hostility toward other groups
without reverberation. The adolescents feel strongly In
his conviction of difference and finds support in likeness
In his group. The experiences of a friendship group arO
meaningful to adolescents and promote Individual maturity*
Dr. Grambs, In her Group Process In Intergroup Education,
discusses what Is called "Achieved Group Membership" of
later adolescents:
Basic differences now determine who belongs. Cross
group membership Is unusual, that Is, groups will be
composed of all Hegro, all Mexican, all upper crust In¬
dividuals. The basis for these groups will be Individual
personality, attractiveness and common Interests, and
willingness to go along with the group to dress In the
same outlandish fashion, ride hot rods too fast, etc.2
Recognizing patterns as above, poses certain questions
1
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in the mind of the group worker and the agency* Should
group workers break the relationship between closely knit
adolescent groups by asking that its membership become
interracial? What if any devices should bo applied with
those groups to encourage Intergroup participation? How
should devices be used with groups of multi-racial member¬
ship who resist interculttiral experiences?
During the writer's e:q>erlence as a student in train¬
ing at the Chicago Commons Association many devices were
used to provide inter-racial experiences in groups* This
study was interested primarily in the devices used at camp*
however* there be some focus on the program and agency.
The writer believes inter-group experiences in group
agencies are concerned with improving the quality of human
relationships among the people who work and play together
day after day. Careful and extensive search into the
methods that settlements provide for inter-group experiences
is much needed. Group workers should be aware of the de¬
vices and opportunities en^loyed* My own e;q)eriences with
boys and girls of mono-racial minority groups and multi¬
racial groups motivated this study. Similar ideas e3q;>ressed
by Sherlf and Sherlf further substantuated my desire to
study devices for Intercultural education.
In the present state of human affairs the problem
of inter-group relations has come Irrevocably to the
foreground* No other problem today is as important as
that of inter-group relations for social psychologist*
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sociologists, political scientist, as well as for men
who find themselves dealing with this problem in a
practical way.l
I believe also that group workers should not restrict
their examination of groups to group process but should
concern themselves also with the functional relationship
among several groups,
Pui»pose
The purpose of this study was to examine the devices
used to provide inter-racial experiences for groups in the
Chicago Commons Association and at cas^ as related to
organization, agency philosophy, leadership.
Methods and Procedures
Information for this study was secxired by examining
records of camp esqperiences of the Association, Interviews
were held with the Executive of Chicago Commons, and with
group leaders. Camp records were selected because they re¬
present the catergories of the clientele who enjoy multi¬
racial experiences.
Scope and Limitations
This study was limited to multi-racial groups of
Chicago Commons Association camp. It was further limited
to a six month period. The records of these groups were
not written to meet the requirements of a research study.
Records were limited in terms of research focus. This place
I
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certain limitations on the amoxint and extent of the
materials used. Further limitation was the lack of
variety In situation faced by a worker.
CHAPTER II
ORGANIZATIOH
The Chicago Conmons organization was the channel of
opwatlon hy which the philosophy was carried out*
organization as a device represents an orderly citadel by
which the philosophy can be initiated* This was the device
which made possible the coming together of different people
from diverse backgrounds* The organization provided a
liaison between community needs and agency resoiorces* If
these agency reso\irces are to prove fxniltful and satisfy¬
ing to the community, leadership must be provided whose
objectives must relate to the obtaining of the agency*s
goals*
The social climate of sponsored groups Is largely
determined by the administrative structure of the
agency that sets the objectives conditions under which
groups operate; and the agency as well as the member,
bring pre-existing values and norms to the social
situation within each group*1
The structure of the organization was a reflection of Its
desire to be democratic* Structure Is not a fixed supposi¬
tion but a process idilch constantly changes In proportion
I
Virginia Lee Walker, "Statistics Prepared by Research
Department Welfare Council of Metropolitan Chicago" (Emerson
House, Chicago, Illinois, 1953)» P« 26. (Mimeographed.)
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to the will of those who are directing the process.
After the merger of Chicago Commons and Emerson House
in April, ipi+S, both settlements functioned as far as pro¬
gram was concerned as independent houses. This was done
because of the close relation each settlement has to its
own particular nei^borhood. Yet each settlement enjoyed
the values of the larger organization which was interested
in the larger community.
The director of the settlement (Emerson House) and
other staff members, take part in the study and
planning meeting of the total staff of the Association.
At the same time, the settlement (Eaerson House) is
free to develop its own program and approaches to com¬
munity problems. The director is working tinder the
supervision of the executive director of the association,
and takes part in board meetings, and committee meet¬
ings of her concern.!
Budget control, general personnel policy, intadce policies
and practices of the total Association were subject to joint
decisions of this newly organized staff and board of the
whole organization. The backbone of the Chicago Commons
Association was the lay leadership mainly the board of di¬
rectors. In order to understand this organization as a de¬
vice a general description of the organization is necessary
I
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With regard to auspices the following statement was made:
Until April of 191^8» the Chicago Commons and
Emerson House were independent social agencies, with
separate boards of directors. The Chicago Commons
was founded in l88l{. by Graham Taylor, and incorporated
in that year. In April 19^48, the two settlements
merged into the new Chicago Commons Association and
fomed a new govering body, the Board of Directors of
the association. In addition the two settlements
operated the Chicago Commons Farm Camp at New Buffalo,
Michigan established in 1923*
With regard to board the following statement was made:
The Board of Directors now consist of 53 members
composed of leading citizens of Metropolitan Chicago,
including lay leaders and professional persons, A
number of elected representatives of auxiliary groups
give oppoi*tunity for participation in the work of the
board to suburban groups, and to an organization of
former members of Chicago Commons composed mainly of
neighborhood people,^
This description showed the adequacy of this organization
to serve a limited program. For example, the board oper¬
ated a Farm Camp for intercultural experiences, Sven
though there were no Negroes on the boco'd, the board through
finance made it possible for Negx*oes and white to partici¬
pate on an equal basis in the camp and agency.
As has been stated the board does not have indigenous
persons nor does it represet the race of its constituents,
A board of diverse composition was not necessarily essential
to the promotion of a strong Intercultural practice. In my
I
Letters from Mr, Brueckner, Executive Director,
(Chicago Commons Association, Chicago, Illinois, December l6,
19511-).
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opinion whlctu is not in agreement with the prior sentence
an inter-racial board is a prerequisite for executing an
Intercultural program. There ou^t to be some desirable
d^ocratic representation of all the people who enjoy the
facilities of the organization. All constituents of the
program would enjoy security if they knew that theilr parti¬
cular racial background is represented on the board and
staff. Grace Coyle expresses the following concerning in¬
digenous leadership:
Most of all> however, in these days any organiza¬
tion hoping to help a neighborhood to develop construc¬
tive and effective organization must go at it in a
completely democratic spirit expecting to take as well
as to give to be modified as well as to modify. The
uplift spirit in every social agency must give way to
mutual and equal sharing of social responsibility if
the institution is going to adapt Itself to the modem
mood.l
It was interesting to note that there was no Polish repre¬
sentation on the board although the majority of the total
community was Polish. The board did not have neighborhood
residents. The reason for this lack of representation was
Inherent in the character of financing a private agency in
a metropolitan area. The commons explains this idea in the
following statement of board representation:
Our board has the usual general American mixture
as far as racial background is concerned. For a number
of years, a Kegro, professional social worker served
on the board as one of the directors. The person re¬
signed some time ago and board is looking for leading
I
Grace Coyle, Group Experiences and Democratic Values
(New York: Woman's Press, 19i|7)> p. llli
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personalities of the Negro commonity to be nominated
and elected as future board members. The board comes
from the city as a whole rather than from the nei^bor-
hood areas althou^ there is no restrictive provision
or feeling in its by laws...the main responsibility for
fiind raising is upon the Board of Directors rather
than upon a Community Chest or Community Fund, and the
board structure must therefore be oriented on the
accessibility of funds and on long time continuity of
interest.!
Function of Staff
As has been stated in the above paragraph there are
other functions of the staff. Staff service in organization
means the service of advice and/or coTinsel, as distinguished
from the function of authority or command which is related
to the board. The staff service mentioned has three phases
which appears in a clearly Intergrated relation, the informa¬
tion, the advisory and the supervisory. The function of the
staff Is to be informative and advisory with respect to both
plans and their execution.
In the realm of execution the staff functionary has no
rl^t of command Inherent in its own function to make
policy. The Informative phases refer to those things which
authority should know in framing its decisions. The staff
has the responsibility to give the board all the information
It needs to make decisions for the total agency. And since
the information or decisions will be delegated to the staff
for execution, the staff needs information requisite to a
truly intelligent execution.
1
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As policy Is determined and the staff asstames
responsibility for administration, the expert knowledge
of the staff must be given full scope. This Is common
practice In situations where the laymen clearly
accepts the fact that the expertness Is real.l
There Is danger when the board makes decisions for
which staff knowledge Is required. The board member Is In¬
terested In the organization as a whole but In the mean time
must show greater Interest In his chosen profession, or
home. The professional person on the staff has Invested
several years In professional education and Is heavily In¬
volved In making his own job a success. Therefore his
function under the organization is most Important to the
policy made by the board. The staff can function better If
the decision making Is a shared responsibility. For In¬
stance the board may feel that one of Its functions Is to
serve every one In the community. This may be accomplished
by placing twenty people In a group. The professional
staff member will have to Intex^^ret to the board that there
must be limits to what an agency can do In a community, and
that more effective work can be done In a small group, f^ils
must be done and presented to the board In the form of re¬
search by the staff.
1
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The next pliase of stsiff service is advisory which
seems to implj authority. This authority includes no
ri^t to command. The true value of this authority is the
staff’s ability to initiate ideas to the whole organization.
Channels must be used in the generation of staff ideas.
This may be thought of as following the line which is
synonmous to chain authority.
Supervisory conferences, as the next phase of staff
service mentioned involves helping volunteers in the agen¬
cies to function as quality workers with some agency goal
in mind. In the words of Wilson and Ryland:
Supervision is a relationship between a supervisor
and workers, in which the supervisor, because of his
knowledge and understanding of himself, of other human
beings, of the social situation, and of the function
of the agency, helps the worker to perform their
function and to co-operate in the accomplishment of the
purposes for which the agency is organized.3.
The supervisor helps the worker to understand himself
and to remove the behavior which is blocking him in his
work with people. The supervisor focuses the conference on
the learning needs and goals of the worker and give as much
help as he can to achieve these goals. Basically the princi¬
ples of the use of supervisory relationships apply to all
classifications of workers, however, the references to help¬
ing workers become professional apply to those who are pro-
1
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fesalonally educated. The main focus upon supervision
of the untrained and voltxnteers was upon the performance
of duties in proportion to the assignments given them.
A worker who may he blocking emotionally will need
help in clarifying his own feelings with regard to race.
Until a worker has handled his own problems of race or
any other problem for that matter he cannot help a group
handle their own process problems.
CHAPTER III
AGENCY PHILOSOPHY
Physical and Social Influences
The earliest settlers of this area were Irish. In ipljX)
there were about 300 foreign bom persons In the consounltya
mainly from Poland and Italy (50$^ and 7$% respectively)»
with Austria^ Genoany and Czechoslovakia also represented.
The Italians arrived while the Irish were stltl In majority.
The Irish were suspicious of these people and there must
have been many Incidents of conflicts which were recorded.
The next group which arrived on the scene ere Poles. The
Polish population by 1955 were In majority about 605^. The
Negro entered the area last.
This area was not the lowest economically. In o$(her
words It might be classed as an upper lower Inccane area.
The Polish and the Italians were the most prosperouss own¬
ing restaurants* dx*ug stores* clothing stores* small In¬
dustry* etc. The Negro population represents the lowest In¬
come group In this area. The majority of the women work as
maids and domestic servants. The men as unskilled and semi¬
skilled laborers.
There were approximately fifteen chiirches In the area*
about ten were Roman Catholic. The remainder were Lutheran*
Presbyterian* and several Independent evangelical churches.
The white population belonged predominantly to the Roman
16
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Catholic church as did their ancestors.
There were ten parochial schools in addition to the
nine public schools. The neighborhood children who attended
public school attended Talcott Elementary and Wells High
School. Talcott has an ungraded center and the greatest
niuaber of children in this ungraded school was composed of
Negro children. The white parochial school children in this
area had very little or no contact with Negroes at school
because no Negroes were students at parochial schools in
this area.
Agency Philosophy As A Device
The philosophy of the Chicago Commons as stated in its
purpose has specific bearing on the service to various
racial groups. The purpose of the Association, as stated
in the new charter of April li^-, 19l45» was as follows:
...to initiate and maintain opportunities for social,
educational, and civic advancement of the people of
Chicago and for the improvement of social conditions of
the city through the operation of social settlements or
community centers in local communities and through re¬
search and demonstration.!
The above statement of policy may be interpreted to mean the
serving of all persons in the neighborhood regardless of
race, creed, or national origin. Philosophy as a device
which is inherent in the above statement was specific and
1
•'Welfare Coimcil of Metropolitan Chicago," Social Ser¬
vice Dlrectoi*y, (Emerson House, 19^3)» P« 29. (Mimeographed.)
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strong as It applied to each phase of the program, employ¬
ment, and service to the eomimmity of the Association.
For all the years past since the establishment of
Chicago Commons and Emerson House, meaning 1698 and
1911 respectively, the actual practice has been non-
discriminatory.l
Further more the statement below was found in notes
eoncezming the objectives and methods of the Camp Reinberg
project which was operated between Onerson House and Park¬
way Community House 1914-5-1^8 •
To ioprove the relationship between whites and
Negro groups of the comraunity; since the number of
Negroes in the Emerson House is very small (270
Negroes, 10,000 white) and since the social, economic,
and educational level of the small Negro group is very
low and for that reason contributes to further diffi-
ciilty in work for better relations a demonstration of
the possibilities of beneficial inter-group experiences
between white and Negro group of relatively equal de¬
grees of urbanisation, educational and social status
seems a promising device. Therefore a group of roughly
100 children, approximately half and half white and
Negro from Emerson House Neighborhood and Parkway
Community House Nei^borhood were selected.^
Inter-racial Balance
The heterogeneous eomaunlty surrounding the Association
1
Letter from Mr. Brueckner, Executive Director, (
Chicago Commons Association, Chicago, Illinois, December I6,
195il.).
2
William Brueckner, “Notes Concerning Objectives and
Methods of Camp Reinberg Project between Emerson House and
Parkway Community House® {anerson House, Chicago, Illinois,
I9I1.8), p. 2. (Mimeographed.)
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necessitated some consideration of balance as reflected In
the following statement:
The only consideration of numbers we ever have
undertaken and will undertake have to do with the Idea
of maintaining Intercultural balance. Obviously, you
cannot have an Interracial program long unless there Is
some inter-racial balance. Example at camp we try
hard to have within the staff and within the campership
a 50-50^ ratio, and we would like to avoid "token re¬
presentation."!
The Intercultural balance mentioned above was represent¬
ed In the multi-racial agency Initiated groups of the
Association. These were groups formed by the agency for
some such purpose as pre-teens clubs, arts and crafts, shop,
dancing classes, and others. The friendship groups which
were mono-racial in many eases determined their own member¬
ship and no consideration was given to balance by the agency.
For example, hostility can bo openly discussed yrhexi you have
this typo of policy at camp or In the agency. This is im¬
portant because In a group children should discuss hostility
where It ml^t have been supressed In other situations.
When there was a preponderance of one racial group represent¬
ed in a multi-racial group sides are taken. The following
excerp from a camp record displays open hostility:
Vonnio»s dislike of M. E. "I hate her, I hate her."
We have been working on the other kids—Judy for one.
Asking them to be careful of Vonnie’s feelings since
she Is so sensitive, and we all ean*t have a good time
If someone Is crying or fussing. I suggested that they
are Intelligent enough to know what one likes and dis¬
likes and to avoid doing the things that Irritate each
1
Letters from Mr. Brueckner, op. clt. December l6, 19514-
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other* Vonnle has e3^1alned she dislikes teasing*
I think in addition her feeling for M. E* is based on
the latter's complete monopoly of Tina* Tina is a
dependent sort of person who can he a lot of fun*
Vonnle *s feelings may, I think, include annoyance at
a white girl taking over one of the more desirable
(to Vonnle who likes to be boss) Negro girls*
Open hostility toward a white child because she is
taking over the role of a Negro girl who wants to dominate
was exhibited in the above record* Hostile feelings are a
normal part of the child's emotional life* When they are
openly discussed, as Vonnle's were, we cgn began to take
steps to help the child to understand them* The worker can
handle with greater ease process problems with less possi¬
bility of ganging up on one group* In situations such as
these the leader must remain calm and not attach too much
Importance to the episode* However, the source of discom¬
fort was to be removed as quickly as possible, if possible*
Central Goal
In employing agency philosophy as a device the central
goal was focused on the policy of the agency* There were
further methods of achieving such goals* The goal of the
agency represented a strong conviction which stemed from the
board and staff* Clyde and Janet P. Murray, in their Guide
Lines For Group Leaders, speak of long and short term goals.
“The short term goals may be wishing to help people accept
each other as they are* The organization's goals are related
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to the aims for which It has been established”*^
The Chicago Commons feel that the greatest possibility for
working out antagonisms and the central goal was related to
the work done in a small group* The quality of the re¬
lationship was closely related to the si^e of the group* Mr*
Brueckner stated that the central goal of the Commons in
serving multi-racial groups was:
• •*simply a community of young people without re¬
gard to the origin of its individual members* There is
no difference and there should not be difference be¬
tween basic philosophy and practical goals* There are
millions of ways by which such a goal can be achieved*
However, our own device such as the use of a neighbor¬
hood center, and the use of methods based upon social
work theory suggest that oxir own can be done best in
smaller groupsT*
Contact was an essential ingredient of human relations;
whether good or bad, contact may be thought of as face to
face relationships. It is part of every social interaction
betweeh groups or between individuals* We may learn from
every day experience that almost anything can occur at point
of contact between hostile, or for that matter, friendly
groups* People who belong to "cohesive” groups will seldom
depart from the accepted norm and value system of their back¬
ground or social groups* Unless the group as a whole changes,
individuals are not likely to chaxige their personal
1
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2
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attitudes. Since the group In the next example was
formed, it may not be thought of as cohesive. Even though
the following issue was not a racial issue, it portrayed
how the worker helped a small group work out its negative
feelings about some minority people. In this small group
a precedence for handling prejudical remarks that may
arise in the future was set. This was possible within the
type of philosophy such as the Chicago Commons Association
displays.
During the cleanup period after breakfast Vonnie
reminded her side of the cabin not to sing all the
girls in France: etc., with the Jew Line. VSfhy asked
Tina, nobody here's a Jew. X*m Jewish smilingly says
I. (counselor) Didn't you know? Tina looked almost
frightened, others were interested, Marlon E.,
immediately picked it up with I thought you said you
were Russian. That's my nationality, like yoxirs is
Polish. My religion is Jewish like your's is Catholic
I explained how the Jewish interpretation of Christ
as a prophet differed from Christian interpretation of
Christ as the Son*
Beginning of Racial Conflict
The Skaerson House area was generally the second step
in migration, to move west of this area was a sign of pro¬
gress. This was a residential area which was characterized
by well kept homes. The population of this area was pre¬
dominantly Polish, with Italians being second. A few
Negroes, Puerto Ricans and Ukrainians lived in the area.-
Industry was located on the southwest fringe of the neigh¬
borhood and coinmerce on the northwest fringe* All the
Negro families served by the house lived in a narrow strip
in the southern part of the district, south of Grand
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Avenue between Damen and Ashland Avenue* During the middle
years of the second World War Negroes came to Chicago in
large numbers* The numbers of Negro residents in this area
increased very slowly* The white citizens began to resist
this move into their community by Negroes and pressure by
the community people brought results in favor of the whites*
In I9I43 A large apartment house on the comer of
Race and Damen Avenue was bounty the apartment was
subdivided and rooms subleased to a large group of
Negroes amounting to a total of II8* At this time vio¬
lent resistance in the community became apparent*
Meetings of community group led to strong expression of
resentment against Negro inflxiz* The pressure resulted
in a change of ownership of the property# and to
eviction of the II8 Negroes* At that time# Ibierson
House participated in the relocation of these Negroes*1
Interpretation
Racial conflicts which were previously discussed
necessitated a need for clear Interpretation* However# the
strongest Interoultural policy firmly stated can be defeated
by a weak and uncertain Interpretation* Interpretation may
be taken to mean the exempllmentary translation to the
community of the agency's philosophy* A strong philosophy#
such as the Chicago Commons boasts# needs a clear and de¬
finite interpretation* The interpretation was stated as
follows:
a* We believe in inter-cultural living*
1
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b. We represent the community as a whole and not any
specific section of It.
c. We are financed by the community as a whole as re¬
presented for Instance by the Commtanlty Fund to which
all people contribute without regard to their origin.^
An agency which has established an inter-racial philosophy
Is compelled to have some means of interpreting understand¬
ing among Its neighbors. The board, staff, and the total
community all have a stake In the agency *s achieving the
stated philosophy. In order to Interpret an Inter-raclal
philosophy those In whom authority Is vested must take
responsibility for action. If this educational e:q>erlence
Is done gradually better results may be had. The board and
staff must make clear Its program, the basic philosophy and
objectives to those who join its program. Some who cannot
accept this philosophy may need assistance In leaving the
the agency. The agency must exert Its responsibility to help
doubters not to compromise or merely tolerate but get to
know each other In a group situation. This was possible in
an agency where the philosophy and interpretation was strong.
The final authority rested with the staff and board in any
event.
The best means of interpreting an Inter-racial philosophy
is by having an inter-raclal staff of qualified persons.
Inter-raclal living which was done in many northern settle¬
ments was a device which showed the community and program
1
Letters from Ih*. Brueckner, op. cit. December l6, 19$h»
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constituents that much more than lip service was paid to
Intercultural education* Films also served as devices to
Interpret the program. The Common’s fllm» "To Live To¬
gether"» adequately served as a splendid record depicting
the problems of race and the devices used to solve or
smooth out these problems. This film was made during the
Camp Relnberg Project at the Chicago Commons Camp In Ipli^.
It clearly Interprets the Inter-raclal philosophy pointing
out instances which clearly bear out the philosophy. Other
devices of Interpreting the philosophy was by record keeping,
Intejrvlews, visits, etc. If observations of behavior were
recorded the agency would have an objective check on the
work of the staff member plus the feeling tones of members
toward other members.
Interpretation was helpful in promoting Inter-cultxiral
relation among people of different backgroimds. Some members
cannot move toward an Inter-raclal acceptance until they
have accepted themselves* They also need security which comes
from their own racial groups. However, efforts to facilitate
"own group" acceptance sometimes does lead to segregation.
Agency examination Is Inoperative In Inter-raclal situations.
Constant education and Interpretation of the Inter¬
cultural philosophy of the Association was done by every one
Involved throu^ every possible channel: throu^ bulletin
boards, group discussions, speakers, etc. This interpreta¬
tion goes on throtigh both staff and board by virtue of its
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various racial backgrounds* There were monthly staff
meetings^ as well as monthly and periodic sessions, to
evaluate and analyze what was involved in inter-racial
practices* The agency constantly shared and brought back
from other agencies experiences of intergroup progress.
CHAPTER IV
LEADERSHIP AS A DEVICE
In the previous chapter the writer discussed the
runction of the staff. To fxirther tinderstand the worker’s
function* It Is now important to examine the staff’s
leadership In terms of qualifications* ethnic background*
training and experience.
The basic requirement In executing a policy of Inter-
cultural relation or any policy for that matter is to have
leadership both lay and professional with sincere con¬
victions about Inter-raclal and Inter-cultural e3q)erlences.
Its volunteers should further have skill and training and
ability to promote these convictions, Wilson and Ryland
points out that: ”Each group* conciarrently Is receiving and
giving service derived from the common acceptance of the
philosophy and purposes of the agency,"! A strong confuta¬
tion* however* Is not enough* Leadership as a device based
on experience with people of different backgro\inds play a
major role In producing good inter-cultural Relationships,
There must be some sympathy for the agency’s inter-raclal
1
Gertrude Wilson and Gladys Ryland* Social Group Work
Practice (New York* 191+9)> p* 588*
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policy. The Commons state:
Sympathy for our inter-racial program is a necessity
both from the professional competence of a new worker.
This is reflected in a policy statement contained in
the agency’s personnel policies of March 1952. ’There
shall be no discrimination in employment with regard
to race, creed, political or union affiliation, marital
status or sex.* This is also implied in our application
for en^loyment: ’We are interested in the applicant’s
background for positive reasons. 1
Qualifications
Even thou^ there was a policy to hire people without
discrimination, qualification, training, and experience were
in^ortant. The agency felt that there was no desire to
have a mixed staff without other considerations.
...training, experience and personal qualifications
are the most decisive element in the decision to hire
personnel. The desire to have a ’mixed’ staff group
is a secondary consideration of great importance. How¬
ever, in making decisions in the hiring process, the
principle of inter-racial staff composition should not
be used to compromise the principle of personal and
professional qualifications.2
One principle that any settlement uses in employing
staff is to have persons on the staff who are first q:aall-
fled for their Jobs but who also have had experiences with
various racial, religious, and nationality groups. I be¬
lieve it is further necessary for these people to belong to
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agency has a responsibility to the coimmmlty to demonstrate
to the people that Inter-raclal living can be accomplished
without conflict.
A imxltl-cultural staff composition serves the pur¬
pose of demonstrating to the community that we mean what
we believe In. The variety of backgrounds In the staff
sexnres the purpose of gaining information about feelings
and actions in the clientele which need to be known and
which might not be known if only the majority group in
the community were represented. To utilize the advan¬
tages in the multi-racial staff organization^ it is Abso¬
lutely necessary that our staff members are assigned to
all duties without regard to cultural background of the
staff member. It would be fatal to utilize members of
one cultural group for only the service to members of
that same group. This would merely lead to a bl-cultural
social situation within the program, and It would not
serve the ultimate purpose of that program. The great
advantage of inultl-racial staff can only be utilized
when assignments to groups are made without regard to
race, color or creed. This policy should not be confused
with s<mie of the values that lie in the fact that each
staff member should heavily contribute what he knows best
about the history and about the present feeling and needs
of the cultural group of which he was or is a part.l
The Effects of the Worker's Background
A worker's background as a device is very important in
working with multi-racial groups. The ethnic difference may
be a beginning point for breaking down the prejudices of the
group. This is of course if the worker is accepted by the
group. On the other hand, if the worker is not accepted and
does not possess the skill to understand and accept his mem¬
bers as they are, this experience may become detrimental to
the group and worker. The basic skill of any worker is to
understand himself first. He should have worked out his own
1
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problems about race* He Is tben ready to help his members
establish a healthy relationship with each other*
Background and experience of each member of the
multi-racial staff varies from those of all other
staff members* Some of these variations are due to the
position of an Individual as a member of a majority or
a minority group* This is by no means always a handi¬
cap; for our purposes It is vejry often one of the great
advantages In the effort to devise a total staff
approach to Intergroup problems*1
However* consider the Implications of a worker*s back¬
ground* A group Will feel at ease In an agency where per¬
sons of his race are represented on the staff* This applies
particulsufly to mono-racial groups*
Jae*s reticence bothered me* I felt It was mostly
her strangeness with white children. I tried to coax
her to stay near me; holding out my hand to her when¬
ever the group was going from one place to another*
asking her about her previous camp experience* school
grade* sister*
Here the sensitive tmderstandlng worker sensed JTae's need to
become a part of her peer group* She also recognised that
the strangeness of the situation to Jac could prove fatal
even though there were others in the group of Jac*8 own
racial background* She (the worker) Immediately extended
herself to Jac to let her know that she accepted her* Jac
was having her first living camp experience with white
children* These experiences coxild have proved painful*
Fortxuiately the matured eo\mselor of Caucasian background
recognized the child* s anxiety* The other children frcaa the
1
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cabin who were of Jao*s own racial background were able to
establish inmedlate rapport with the white children. This
left Jac desirous of Joining the group but not aggressive
enough to extend herself. With constant support trcm. the
worker Jac was able to move very slowly into group partici¬
pation after the evening meal.
The first three couples are listed with the first
name being the one who took the Initiative in grabbing
her partner, selecting a table, and getting to work.
The last couples paired off because they were the only
ones left. They also took the tables that was left;
but Jac took initiative in getting water and getting to
work.
(white) M. E. and Tina (Negro)
(white) Yvonne and Caroline (Negro)
(Negro) Judy and Carol (white)
(Negro) Jac and Rosemary (white)
This was an excellent example of where the worker's
background does not matter in helping the children get to
know each other. One can only speculate as to the effects
of a worker with the same racial background as Jac and the
effects it would have on the group as a whole. It is the
writer's belief, as has been mentioned already, that the
worker's ethnic background can have serious implications on
his work with multi-racial groups if enou^ is not known
about the background of the child and if the worker has not
been able to handle his own background problems of race.
Some agencies feel that a mon-racial group should be led by -
a worker from the same background as the members. For in¬
stance, they felt that Negro girls might be reluctant to dis¬
cuss openly things such as hair straightening and cosmetics
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with a white worker# Other agencies were In favor of having
a worker who was a member of the group which was minority
in the general community. These agencies state that this
gives status and security to minority groups. Having a
majority worker the minority membership may feel Inferior.
However, there Is a strong tendency for Negro groups with
Negro workers to become all Negro. This Is why some
agencies have devised a quota system. The Chicago Commons
expressed the following velw point about the effects of the
worker’s background:
It seem obvious that the most desirable point of
personal and professional development would be reached
when the worker has fully understood his own background
with all Its consequences, and when he has achieved a
position of reliable freedom and strength so that the
position values of his origin have become a matter of
pride and strength whereas the InMbltlng forces and
fears have receded and are under adequate control.
There Is much leeway that must exist In the consideration
of the stage of maturity a staff member can achieve
against the many obstacles the social realities of our
time and of our history are placing Into his way. It
will be the responsibility of the total staff group and
of the leadership within that staff group to provide
the atmosphere within which the feeling of social accept¬
ance and comfort can develop. Without this feeling
there will be Inhibition with all Its disadvantages.^
The agency felt that the worker’s backgroiuid does not really
matter as long as the worker had skill In establishing re¬
lationships with his group and guided them to a healthy
group experience. I feel that agencies should be able to
recognize leadership ability wherever It occurs and should
1
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get the most competent persons for the jobs regardless of
his ethnic background.
Composition As A Device
In the agency the worker deals with many aspects of the
child*8 life. Ho part of the child*s life is wholly ex¬
cluded from the group. He brings his family attitudes» his
feelings about himself, and the history of his own physical
growth. What the child learns he learns with all his being.
He recognizes that he is part of a groxip, a playground, or
a secret neighborhood club. This strong network surrounds
him everyday, and exerts a powerful influence on his actions
and what he believes. I feel that learning to accept the
differences in others without condemning them may occto* with
help and guidance. The child brings attitudes of being a
good person or being better than some others (people). These
attitudes are evident by our society. These are just a few
of the factors of which agencies should bo aware when group¬
ing children together. Grace Coyle says this about grouping
factors:
As he starts to organize groups for various purposes
the group worker needs to be aweure also of certain social
factors which will act in many subtle ways to determine
whether a group can be organized at all, and how it will
function... For those who work with youth it is im¬
portant to realize the existence also of the youth sub-
ctiltiiral groupings whose values and standards may be a
potent Influence on particular group... The social clubs,
fraternities and sororities of the college community are
only another expression of the same ineradicable need of
youth to organize its own groups under its own control.^
1
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The Chicago Commons has recognized these factors and
grouping was done with respect to the psychological and
sociological factors of the community* Agency initiated
groups consisted of pre-adolescents who were formed by the
agency for experimentation or some altruistic puo^ose of
the agency. These multi-racial groups in many cases con¬
sisted of either all boys or all girls. This provided a
diverse ejqpmrlenee for children who came from various back¬
grounds. Some agencies felt that contact was likely to
produce change in favorable directions when groups of equal
status or nearly equal status met. I believe groups should
include children from many different backgrounds. There is
a serious misconception that children from like groups pre¬
fer the company of their own kind, that Negroes and Jewish
children prefer Jewish children, or that Catholics should
be put in the same groups. This is not necessarily truO.
Children of minority groups feel at home with any groups if
they cein enjoy status and identify to some degree. In the
following record group feelings increased when everybody en¬
joyed some degree of status:
Through the afteznoon, group feeling increased. It
was I guess logical to them that imless everyone took
part we would have no operetta. So they were all
anxious to have Vonnie and Harlan E. satisfied. Judy
was cajoling telling Vonnie how good she was, what a
long speaking part she had, and being very sweet to hen
Not too much attention along these lines was paid to
Marian E. The girls semaed to realize that how Vonnie
goes, so goes Marian E. Marian E. was careful not to
be too elated over her role, and dicln*t reply to Vonnie*s
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outburst against her. The latter took the form of:
!• *She thinks she*s so special.*
2. *Tina’s better than her.*
3. ’They always get the best parts.* This I took to
mean the white children.
Such friction can occur in any group of children whether
they be mon-raclal or multi-racial. Because of the security
it gives one in being unpleasant* multi-racial groups
usually makes these statements when mad. "They aren’t as
good as we are any way" or "When you’re white you’re right."
Those who are left out are bitter and those who are responsi¬
ble for the exclusion must set-up barriers to retaliate.
These are factors that an agency must become aware of in
forming inter-racial groups. The Commons staff agreed on the
following factors as being important in forming a group of
individuals. "Friendship interest and Individual requests.
It was decided that if there could not bo reasonalbe inter¬
racial balance in a group, it would be better to have a mono-
social group."1 These formed groups existed in the afternoon
program in which the children ranged in age from five to
thirteen: at this age range forming of groups was more effec¬
tive. The agency felt that the individual must be in a kind
of experience needed for development. He must be in the kind
of a group where in ho can develop relationships with others.
He must feel ccmifortable enough to risk self toward ^eater
1
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maturity.
In natiu^al groups the membership was usually composed
of members of the same racial» cultural, and #thnie origin.
They had no interest in agency policy which determined
their membership. The e^cperiences of a friendship were
meaningful to adolescents and should have promoted individ¬
ual maturity. The members in this age group were shifting
their identification from childhood to adulthood. They de¬
sired tQ become adults and wanted no longer to see them¬
selves as children. It is important to recognize the ambiva
lence of the adolescent in this changing process. He is
the most mobile person in the commiinity setting. He is in
a world of his own, a world Curt Lewin calls "Ho Man*s Land”
that is, he is between childhood and adulthood. Teenagers
need some preparation for the experiences of adulthood.
They need to be prepared for the emotional experiences which
follow physiological changes.
The friendship group can be a place where adolescents
realize that others (adolescents) are e3q)erienclng siagiilar
emotional tensions. It can become a place where the adoles¬
cents share his ideas of the adolescent world and the ideas
of the adult world. He can also in this group express open
hostility without reverberation from the membership. Grace
Coyle says:
For those who work with youth one of the most im¬
portant aspects of the peer society of youth is that
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which consists of the participation in autonomous
groups within it* Although a full explanation of the
prevalence of autonomous groups among youth is still
not available» evidence point to the fact that this
phenomena is not confined to one economic or ethnic
group*!
Hiss Coyle feels that this desire to organize among youths
is so universal that people who work with youth need to
imderstand its Inqpllcations in establishing youth programs*
1
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
After examining the records and community of the
Chicago Commons the writer found that the agency operates
In a diverse physical and social setting, serving multi¬
racial and mono-racial groins* Further examination reveal¬
ed that the following were used as devices to facilitate
inter-racial experiences in the agency and at camp: agency
philosophy, organization, leadership and staff*
The following conclusions were reached:
1* The merger of the Chicago Commons Association and
Etaerson House represented an orderly channel in serving
multi-racial and mono-racial groups*
2* A board need not represent the races of its con¬
stituents in order to promote an inter-racial policy*
3* The function of the staff has a device which was
divided into three phases, infoxmtative, advisory and super¬
visory* This involved helping volunteers in the agency to
function as quality workers with some desirable goal in
mind*
I).* Statements of philosophy were strongly stated as
they applied to each phase of the program in serving imilti-
racial and mono-racial groups.
5* Because of the heterogeneous community some con-
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aiderat Ion was given to balance which was reflected in the
formed group membership of the agency*
6. There was a central goal in serving mono-racial
and multi-racial giroups which stemed from the board and
staff* The central goal related to small groups which made
the attaining of the agency^s goal possible.
7* Strong and certain interpretation of the Association's
inter-racial policy was constantly done*
8* The Chicago Commons Association felt that the
greatest possibility for working out antagonisms was done
in small groups*
9* The best means of interpretating an inter-racial
philosophy was by having an inter-racial staff of qualified
persons*
10* The basic requirement in executing a policy of in¬
ter-cultural relation of any policy for that matter was to
have leadership both lay and professional with sincere con¬
victions about inter-racial and inter-cultural experiences*
11* Leadership as a device based on experiences with
people of different backgrotinds played a major role in pro¬
ducing good inter-cultural relationships.
12* A worker's background as a device was very Important,
as the ethnic differences may be a beginning point for break¬
ing down prejudices of the group. This is, of course. If
the worker is accepted by the group*
13* A mono-racial group will feel at ease in an agency
ko
where persons of his race are Represented on the staff.
ill-. The pre-adolescent must be in the kind of a group
where in he can develop relationships with others.
l5» The experiences of a friendship group were mean¬
ingful to adolescents and promoted Individual maturity.
The desire among youths to organize was so tmiversal,
we need to understand its inqplications in working with and
establishing youth programs. Contact is an essential ingre¬
dient in human relations. Small multi-racial groups are
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